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“Facing other’s Danger Without Saving” is a kind of behavior of ignoring life 
exceedingly. But it is belongs to ethics by traditional viewpoint. There are some 
arguments regarding legislation for moral obligations in the frame of criminal law. 
While the criminal law is the strictest law which regulates and constrains the behavior 
of individuals, a slight adjustment of criminal codes will have significant effects on 
the society before any new conducts are brought up to be regulated by the criminal 
law, the feasibility should be cautiously demonstrated both theoretically and 
practically. Otherwise, an arbitrary introduction of criminal article will have 
inestimable negative influence on individuals, and impair the stabilization and healthy 
development of the society. In this paper, the controversial subject, whether “Facing 
other’s Danger Without Saving” should be defined as a crime, is studied as an 
example of legislation for moral obligations. The case has been looked at carefully 
from the angles of ethnical, as well as jurisprudence, criminal jurisprudence and 
comparative law the most important contribution of this paper is the introduction. 
Then posed some opinions on the legislation. 
The whole dissertation is composed of four chapters excluding preface and 
conclusion. 
Chapter one introduces the meaning of “The Crime of Facing other’s Danger 
Without Saving” and demonstrates feasibility analysis on“The Crime of Facing 
other’s Danger Without Saving” by some cases. including contemporary reality in 
China. Its forms by analysis of the traditional meaning and forms of it.  
Chapter two analyzes ancient legislation and foreign traditional law. It is 
necessary and feasible for us to regulate the phenomenon with criminal law. 
Chapter three discusses the relationship between ethics and law. Ethics calls for 
its constant legalization as for it and law in accordance with time. In Social 
psychology，it is expounded and proved from the angle of man’s social reason, the 
uniform of individual and social interests and the relationship between morality and 















responsibility and the basic theory of criminal law. The necessity and importance to 
establish this crime is stated by investigating the existing legislation. 
Chapter four studies the connotation of “The Crime of Facing other’s Danger 
Without Saving ”, followed by the definition from the angle of the theory of 
constitution of a crime: the criminal objects, it includes vital interests of public peace 
as well as vital life, health and other specified vital personal interests; of the objective 
aspect of a crime, the reasonable connotation of “urgent dangerous state”, “could help 
but did not”, “without obvious danger” is elaborated emphatically, of the criminal 
subjects, it shall be limited according to the reason for bearing acting responsibility in 
order to avoid the expansion of penalty; of the subjective aspect of a crime, the 
culpability is confined to indirect intention, because the definition of acting aim and 
the ill will has been beyond indirect intention. On corresponding legal penalty, the 
thesis proposes that ordinary circumstances and aggravating circumstances should be 
distinguished, and fines and other non-penalty measures can be adopted in order to 
reach the goals of both punishment and education. In the end, the specific suggestions 
on how to enact the crime are stated both in General Provisions and Specific 
Provisions. To add its concept in General Provisions is to conform to the doctrine for a 
legally prescribed punishment for a special crime. In the Specific Provisions, facts 
about the crime and the prescribed penalty are comparatively specifically constructed, 
details of aggravating circumstances are also listed. 
Conclusion for this dissertation summarizes the crime and raises suggestions 
regarding the crime. 
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意识的职务反应。2000 年 3 月，广东省一位见义勇为者在救助落水者后因体力
消耗过大而无力游回岸边，处境十分危险，闻讯赶来的两名警察竟站在岸边袖手






















































                                                        




















































































第 444 条和第 445 条（战时）遗弃伤员罪、战时拒不救治伤病军人罪，即可以说
是对特定主体见危不救的一种刑法上的表现。这种“见危不救”，是以战时军人
                                                        
① 中新网.上海市政协委员建议设立“见死不罪”[EB/OL].http://dailynews.sina.com.cn/c/192665.html, 
2004–2–23. 
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